College of Education
College Council Meeting Minutes
3:00 P.M. Nov. 10, 2009

Attending: Deanne Camp, Professor RFT; Joan Test, Assistant Professor CEFS; Gilbert Brown, Associate Professor CLSE,

Not in attendance: Steven Hinch, Greenwood

1) The October 2009 minutes, COE College Council minutes were approved.

2) Curricular Proposals:

1) Approval of Approval of October 2009 minutes.

2) Curricular Proposals:

**RFT:**

Program Change or Deletion:

EDC 345 will be added as a General Education option to Education degree programs to meet competency needs for multicultural and diversity education. **passed**

**CEFS:**

Course Change or Deletion:

CFD 354: Working with the Hospitalized Child- Change in format by adding lab component **passed**

ELE 425: change in periodicity from F, S to “demand”; Drop ELE 302 and SPE 310 as prerequisite courses **passed**

ELE 400: change in periodicity from F, S to “demand”; Drop a concurrent enrollment requirement **passed**

Program Change or Deletion:

Change in catalog description: grade requirement to progress in CFD degree program- **passed**
Change in catalog description: Drop ELE 425 (3); Drop program admission requirement of 60+ hours of work with children in institutional setting and background check; Add EDC 345 (3); Add program admission requirement of registration with MO Family Care Safety Registry-\textit{passed}

\textbf{New Course:}

EEM 501: Introduction to Technology-Based Inquiry Instruction (3)-\textit{passed}

EEM 502: Applications of Technology-Based Inquiry Instruction (3)-\textit{passed}

EEM 503: Implementing Technology-Based Inquiry Instruction (3)-\textit{passed}

\textbf{CLSE:}
\textbf{Course Change or Deletion:}

SPE 320: Introduction to Teaching Cross Categorical Special Education- change prerequisite of SPE 310 to allow concurrent enrollment, remove admit to Teacher Education as a prerequisite, and change periodicity to Fall semester.-\textit{passed}

\textbf{Program Change or Deletion:}

Change in catalog description: Replace RDG 574 (3) with RDG 318 (3); Remove SPE 306 (2) from the program and embed competencies in SPE 519/520; Add SPE 550 (3) into Special Education/Cross Categorical Program requirements.-\textit{passed}

Adjourned,
Respectfully Submitted
Vicki Anderson, Executive Assistant I